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BACKGROUND

CONCLUSIONS

RESULTS

Increasing the concentration of xanthan
gum resulted in higher low-shear-rate
viscosities and larger values for the
storage and dynamic viscosities.

Blood-mimicking fluids (BMF) are often
used to model blood flow in physical
replicas of vessels with cardiovascular
disease. Flow is measured using particle
image velocimetry (PIV) in silicone
(PDMS) phantoms.

Fluids with 0.04 wt.% xanthan gum
best match the shear-thinning viscosity
profile of blood (i.e., the rate of change in
viscosity with increasing shear rate).

Blood is part elastic and part viscous due
to its cellular and aqueous components.
Blood decreases in viscosity when
agitated (shear-thinning) due to the
disaggregation of red blood cells [1].

OBJECTIVE

Fig. 3: Viscositycurves for BMFs with 0.02,
0.04, and 0.06 wt.% xanthan gum, which
causes shear stress and viscosity to be
dependent on the rate at which the deformation
is applied (i.e., the shear rate). Viscosity was
measured as shear rate was increased from 1
to 1000/s, and results are compared with
normal human blood (black markers) [3].

Confirm the properties of published bloodmimicking fluids in terms of their ability
to match the following:
1. shear-thinning profile of blood;
2. viscous (𝜂')'and elastic (𝜂'')
components of blood; and
3. refractive index of PDMS.

Results show that all BMFs decrease in
viscosity with increasing shear rate, analogous
to blood. The BMF 'NaI–Low–0.04’ gave the
best match to blood.

Fluids with 0.04 wt.% xanthan gum best
match the viscous and elastic components
of blood, and therefore more accurately
mimic the deformability and aggregability
properties of blood.
Refractive index can be matched using
either urea or sodium-iodide formulations
with low ratios of glycerol to water, but
urea is less expensive and doesn't stain.
Best BMF candidates for use with PIV in
PDMS phantoms are ‘NaI–Low–0.04’ and
‘Urea–Low–0.04’.
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Table 1: BMF formulations. *Low/High refers to
the ratio of glycerol to water.
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